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OFF THE BEATEN PATH
Chile: where else could you flit between the
pulsing lights of the city, the driest desert on
earth and thick forests blanketing the slopes of
an active volcano? After a night wrapped up
in historical architecture and contemporary
style at Santiago’s newest retreat, Hotel
Magnolia, I’m prepped for a journey spanning
three of Chile’s unique landscapes; the barren
plains of the Atacama; the harsh Patagonian
steppe and the leafy Eden of Pucón, each
one elevated by a hotel with a heart for the
wilderness.
The Atacama Desert
The cinematic sights of the Atacama Desert
start with striking blue skies, terracottahued plains and white salt flats. I land at
Calama’s unassuming regional airport,
bound for Catarpe Valley, a green oasis
surrounded by soaring red cliffs and dusty
plains. This is the otherworldly setting of
Alto Atacama; a low-slung luxury hotel
nestled in a manicured desert garden
of hardy acacias, foxtail grasses and
pomegranate trees.

After a decadent
lunch served on
the shady terrace,
I investigate
my suite, one
of Alto’s 42
accommodations,
each featuring a
private terrace
providing respite
from the relentless
sun and an ideal
spot to gaze out
at the stars. The
Atacama Desert is
home to the largest
astronomical
project, and clear night skies are one if it’s
greatest treasures. Jetlag takes a back seat as
I test out Alto’s world-renowned telescope
alongside a guide whose knowledge of the
night sky beguiles me, and the stars twinkle
like an infinite supply of glitter thrown
to the heavens. While this region can get
busy with travellers, I pursue the whispered
highlights alongside Alto’s knowledgeable
guides, starting with granite chasms
flecked with wild flowers and
ancient cacti in Quesar Valley,
carved by a bubbling river that
leads to natural hot springs,
warmed by magma miles
beneath the surface. Next, I
scale scissor-sharp crevices in
Death Valley, where locals pile
out of graffiti-covered vans to
surf the dunes. Finally, I test my
endurance at Capur, a tough
trek that yields flamingo-filled
salt lakes, snow-capped volcano
views and the hypnotic Salar de
Aguas Calientes, a lagoon tinted
turquoise by sulphur deposits.
It might sound like hard work,
but Alto Atacama has plenty in
store to make a hike worth the
effort. A cluster of plunge pools
lie dotted around the hotel’s spa;
some are heated, some are ice
cold, but with a series of sunbeds
to choose from and a bar serving
fresh juices and cold local beers,
there’s always somewhere private
to soak up the Chilean sunshine
at this heavenly high-altitude
retreat.
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Patagonia
It was once a fair distance to reach
celebrated wilderness lodge explora
Patagonia, but new regional flights
to Puerto Natales make this remote
wonderland all the more enticing. It’s
pushing autumn as I travel the aptly named
Ruta del Fin del Mundo - “road to the end
of the world” – and yellow poplar leaves
flutter on the breeze as we shoot past fields
of sheep and clusters of twisted trees forced
to grow at dramatic angles by a prevailing
westerly wind.
explora Patagonia lays claim to an
extraordinary, otherworldly setting at the
edge of Pehoe Lake, with views over the
famous granite towers of Torres del Paine.
The hotel’s minimal white-boarded facade
contrasts with warm varnished timber
and pared back interiors in a palette of
white and pale blue, giving off the air of a
lakeside cabin with a contemporary twist. A
wander across wooden walkways leads me
to explora’s spa, where an indoor lap pool,
sauna and steam room vie for attention
with four alfresco hot tubs set on the
lake. But truth be told, explora isn’t about
relaxing - a myriad of active escapades with
expert guides quickly tempts me from the
confines of the hotel. I sign up for a hike
to the French Valley, which takes me across
the lake in explora’s private catamaran at
sunrise. The towers glow neon pink as the
sun burns through dawn’s clouds, and we
trek past rivers steaming in the morning
sunshine, burnt out forests as still as glass,
and damp, sweet-smelling woodland, where
native lenga trees shield us from harsh
equatorial sun and wind. The tips of the
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towers appear over the crimson tree line,
tinted red by fall, and a hanging glacier up
ahead releases avalanches that we hear –
cracking and crashing – seconds before we
see.
It’s a long way down, but explora rewards us
with shelter from the elements, tasty food
and a comfortable bed with an unbeatable
view. This is a place that prides itself on
‘luxury of the essentials’ – and after days
spent horse riding across the pampas,
cruising past icebergs and picnicking in the
great outdoors, it’s clear that explora delivers
untapped adventures with the privilege of
retreating to creature comforts.
Pucón
My final stop is Pucón, located at the
northernmost border of Patagonia and
linked by a sling of flora and fauna native
to the Magellan peninsula. Nevertheless,
it’s wildly different from its southerly
neighbour - pockmarked with volcanoes,
cloaked in lush native and evergreen forest,
and sliced with clear rivers - Pucón is an
adventure-lovers dream.

when they left Switzerland to pursue
a hospitality venture in Chile; Hotel
Hacienda Vira Vira is an intimate
property with a lust for adventurous
escapades and a Relais & Chateaux
stamp. This low-key, high style retreat
has just 21 rooms, including a slew
of private villas dotted along the
Liucura River with huge windows
taking in the manicured gardens and
plenty of personality injected by
Mapuche wall hangings and
Claudia’s abstract art. Activities
are some of the most varied
I’ve seen anywhere; there’s
hiking, zip lining, volcano
climbing, fishing and horse
riding to name a few. Right on
the doorstep, I visit Vira Vira’s
cheese factory and flourishing
vegetable gardens. Outside of
the hotel’s exquisite grounds,
I pursue adventures by truck
and on foot, seeking out
Pucón’s wealth of fascinating
and unique environments.
I explore pockets of ancient
monkey puzzle trees set in
the shadow of Villarrica, an active
volcano capped in snow, wander
past crashing waterfalls fronting
caves thick with overgrown ferns,
and meander through native forests
where age-old glaciers dropped
boulders the size of our truck down
the hillside centuries ago.
My last morning in Chile is spent
rafting down the gentle swell of
river fronting Vira Vira, where
salmon hover in clear, deep pools,
kingfishers dive from the coihue
boughs, and birdsong echoes
through the dappled forest. Pucón
is undoubtedly a meditative
destination and this retreat proves
the perfect antidote to Chile’s active
thrills.

This fertile, fairytale landscape stole the
hearts of Michael and Claudia Paravicini
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